THE VIRTUAL CULTURE BLUEPRINT
How to lead the remote, distributed workforce.

The new game of leadership.
The world has gone virtual. How do you lead when you can’t see
what everyone is doing? How do you create a strong culture? How
do you deliver on time, while keeping people engaged and having
fun? This online experience comes in the form of content as well as
learning through the delivery itself.

Your people will learn to:
Make meetings effective and engaging
Work collaboratively across space and time
Keep people from checking out
Develop rhythms and rituals
Balance work, life and family

What Makes it Different:

Highly engaging and entertaining

Game Dynamics

Robert Richman (former Culture Strategist and Manager for Zappos), has spoken
for Google, Toyota, Eli Lilly, Intuit, Pearson, and major conferences such as
Gartner’s CIO Forum. Robert is the author of the Culture Blueprint: A Guide To
Building the High Performance Workplace.

www.RobertRichman.com

Interactive

MODELS THAT WORK

Robert helps clients create protocols and processes of collaboration.

C-LEVEL, VP, DIRECTOR KEYNOTE
Principles, Techniques and Tools

“People were blown away. Robert not only delivered
great content. He brought so much energy that we
were all excited to put it into practice. People literally
emailed me to say it blew their minds.”
Amy Doescher, Intel

Topic

Content

Time

Culture Fundamentals

The real rules of culture

0:00

What drives all behaviors

0:05

Great companies create great games

0:07

How to articulate a clear vision

0:10

Crowdsource the strategy

0:12

Scale agility

0:17

How to hold attention and engage people

0:20

Game structure applied to online meetings

0:30

Opening, closing and driving next actions

0:35

Preventable errors and rookie moves

0:40

Q&A and moving into action

0:45

Executing

Meeting

Next Actions

MANAGER WORKSHOP
Principles, Techniques and Tools

The online immersive experience teaches
manages how to lead in these times in real
time. What does that mean? It means that your
people don’t just learn through the content.
They learn how to lead from the way it’s
delivered.

Topic

Content

Time

Culture Fundamentals

The real rules of culture

0:00

What drives all behaviors

0:05

Great companies create great games

0:10

The true differences between virtual and in-person

0:15

Q&A or small group breakout

0:20

How to articulate a clear vision

0:25

Crowdsource the strategy

0:30

Plan Across Time

0:35

Scale agility

0:40

Q&A or small group breakout

0:45

Executing

BREAK
Meeting

Communicating

Next Actions

0:50
How to hold attention and engage people

1:00

Game structure applied to online meetings

1:05

Opening, closing and driving next actions

1:10

Silly errors and rookie moves

1:15

Q&A or small group breakout

1:20

Live + Asynchronous communication

1:25

When to use what medium

1:30

Professionalism in the digital age

1:35

Communication Hacks

1:40

Q&A or small group breakout

1:45

Wrap up, and moving into action

1:50

ENTIRE COMPANY OPEN SPACE
Unleash the full power of your teams.

A full company meeting can be held online. The trick is to create an open environment where
your own people get to lead, attend sessions, and get into action. All you have to do is set the
directive. What is your vision? Open Space will unleash it and crowdsource the action.

“MIND BLOWING”

Robert works with high-growth, and Fortune 100 companies.
“Over the last ten years, I’ve booked nearly 100 speakers for my
trade association. I can count on one hand the number of
speakers that were as well received as Robert Richman. He’s
passionate and articulate about building company culture, and he
quickly engaged our crowd. The response was so strong that I’m
re-booking him to expand on his initial presentation.”
-Paul Charchian, President FTSA

CALENDAR SPACE IS LIMITED
Call now so you can start thriving in these times.

Robert Richman is represented by BigSpeak.
Call Ken at 805-895-4700
ken@BigSpeak.com

